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About This Content

Upgrade from Hero Edition to Champion Edition and unlock the following content:

Digital Original Soundtrack:
This soundtrack contains many of the game's music tracks performed by a live orchestra. Contains at least 17 tracks in MP3 and

FLAC formats.

Digital Campaign Almanac:
The Campaign Almanac contains everything related to the lore, history, and world of Eora as originally told by Hylsman Horag

and revised by the Hand Occult. The 35 page almanac has commentary provided by a variety of authors and is an engrossing
read for anyone keen to delve deeper into the world of the Pillars of Eternity.

Making of Documentary:
A video documentary of the entire Pillars of Eternity development process - from beginning to end. Includes commentary from

the developers and behind the scenes footage of game shows and events.

Digital Hi-res Game Map:
A high resolution map of Eora's Eastern Reach. Details include locations that players will be traveling to and locations that they

may be seen in future Pillars of Eternity products.

Wallpapers:
High resolution and multi-monitor wallpapers of cool concept art and in-game artwork.
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Ringtones:
Short clips of sounds and music from Pillars of Eternity. Perfect as mobile ringtones.
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pillars of eternity champion edition upgrade pack

Cartoony first person point and click horror adventure in a bizarre world.

The praise:
-Choices matter
-Actual replay value
-Really grim soundtrack

The nag:
-Navigation is horrible - I'm constantly lost and confused which way I should go
-Can't save - only auto save. I wouldn't describe it as "crazy". It's a bit over the top at times, but nothing I would call "crazy".

Anyway, if you like achievments, you're gonna love this. It gave me 5 acheivments for making it into the first hole.. I bought
this game on a monday sell out. For 99 Cents it has a high value of playability and puzzles. All puzzles are standard, they are
simple and most of them are easy to solve. There are several types of puzzles in this game and you will get hours and hours of
playability - if you love riddles that is.

This game has no high end graphics, it isn't necessary for this kind of game. But it has a point and help system: For each help
function call you pay with your points. Each game comes with a short description of "how to play" if you need this. And then
there are riddles that you can open up after solving one of the main riddles and you'll get other types of puzzles.. So fairly
straightforward here - you have 50 mazes, 10 shortish easy ones and 40 called medium/hard of essentially the same level of
difficulty and you have to find your way to the finish line. Or sometimes brush past the finish line while passing close by it.
Playtime is probably about 0.5-1 hour, with little replayability.

The controls are poor - your ball will stick to wall and has trouble cornering, making long windy passages really annoying to
traverse. Which is another problem - instead of having mazes with lots of medium to large branches to choose between, the
mazes here are mostly long winding passages with sometimes a fair number of ultra short dead ends you sail past (if you don't
get stuck on a wall) without needing to pause or look ahead to decide which is the right way as you can tell at a glance.

There are a few levels with fairly decent branching that actually work as proper mazes, but entirely too many you walk 60%+ of
the length of the maze to get to the end because all the branches are so short. Others also make decisions that cut off large
chunks of the maze way too trivial - the first screenshot on the store page shows a level where you start right on the bottom,
move slightly up and right, then travel right to the top of the maze, splitting the level in half and making the half without the
finish immediately and trivially easy to ignore, and there are several more levels that do the same (although slightly less
obviously).

So overall the controls are annoying, some of the levels have horrible backgrounds, and the mazes are mostly poor; even by the
time you get to do the few decent levels that are interspersed in the later part of medium and a couple of the hard levels you
really just want it to be over.. Great app, now able to make my own wallpaper and enjoy them. Also its great to see the amount
of designs that are available for editing and the option to make live wallpapers on my own!
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Ez unlock 5000 Achievements 100%. Pure trash! You move with the mouse by clicking where you want to go. Absolutely
unplayable! You're better off getting it on the ps1.. Puzzle-platformers are a dime-a-dozen. *Great* puzzle platformers are rare.
Games starring a goat are even rarer.

Which makes Escape Goat 2 a rare beast indeed. It is an *excellent* puzzle-platformer, predominantly because it feels so novel.
It doesn't resort to the same hackneyed puzzles that you've solved a hundred times before. The suite of mechanics, which are
steadily drip-fed throughout the game, provide scope for truly surprising puzzles with solutions that might well make you giggle
and clap your hands when you figure them out.

Fair warning, it gets hard. The difficulty ramp-up is steady, but the game leads you in gently. The latter half of the game will
challenge (and probably frustrate) you, while still being solvable, albeit after 15 minutes of staring the screen and shaking your
head.. Enjoyed the worldbuilding and liked it more that Affairs of the Court. It felt a little bit short and consequently the
characters could have been better fleshed out, but overall, it was pleasant to read and see how your choices affect the outcomes.
Also appreciated the literature references like Metamorphosis and Moloch.. Fun game to play!
You can choose from 4 different stages where you have to defend yourself from ?unlimited? waves of hungry alien zombies!

You do not really have a weapon to defend yourself so you simply throw anything you can find nearby! All around you are going
to spawn beer cans, axes, forks, apples, plates, gold bars, guitars, it doesn't matter what it is, JUST THROW IT!!!! By throwing I
mean not gently, hit them with brute force :)

Be cautious, you have also to be a marksman: hitting zombies from distance isn't an easy task. Aim and then take your shot,
items need a bit of time to respawn!

The game is new and I noticed a minor bug with the hand customoisation but otherwise it's great.
I would love to see a map creator though and it would be awsome to try community maps or even multiplayer!!

I am playing with an OC i5 2500k @4.4GHz and an OC r9 390 with really minor slowdowns.
. As a kid who owned a Spectrum 48k in the early to mid 80s, and the fact that I love R-Type, this game felt like it was designed
for me. I dropped a few $ expecting a little shoot-em-up that would get my nostalgic juices flowing, and found a schmup that
has all of that including a depth and a difficulty scale that is going to have me coming back for more and more. I can't
recommend this game enough. Even if the Speccy vibe doesn't interest you, if you love schmups there is a lot to recommend
here. (P.S. Loved the Horace, Willy and Jetman in the tutorial!)
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